
 
 Enviroscape 
Activity Description 
 This activity teaches students about an aquifer and how here on Cape Cod, everything we do effects 
everyone else’s drinking water. 
 
Take Home Message 
Some people may not be aware of the damage they are doing to the aquifer and watersheds.  A few careless 
mistakes can damage an entire neighborhood. 
 
Massachusetts Frameworks 
Earth Science 
 Earth Material #1 and #4 
Supplies 

• The Enviroscape board 
• houses 
• toys and dinosaur 
• kool-aid, pesticides for farm 
• hot chocolate mix, represents soil and poop 
• food coloring, red – for shoe dye, blue – for motor oil 
• 2 containers, 1 pail for clean water , large purple tarp bucket (empty first) for wastewater 
• 5-6 spray bottles, for the rain storm 
• green sugar, fertilizer for the gold courses 
• small sponges, for the hay bails 

 
Set-Up 
 
Put the landscape top over the clear plastic square groundwater base.  As you are standing behind the 
model, the ocean will be at the front, the farm in the top left corner.  Pour some clean water in the right and 
left sides of the reservoirs in the base. Add one drop of red food dye to the left reservoir.  On each side of 
the landscape top are two holes. Run the plastic tubes with the weights runs up through the holes, the 
weights keep the bottoms of the tubes in the reservoirs.  Attach a yellow spray trigger on top each tube, the 
one near the houses represents the drinking well, the one near the farm represents an irrigation well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Set up continued- 
Test the spray nozzles, prime if needed.  In the pond/ocean make sure there is a rubber stopper in the hole.  
Fill the pond/ocean with clean water. Place an empty oblong plastic dish underneath the stopper to catch 
water when you drain the model.  Fill up each of the water bottles (one per student), and prime nozzles, set 
on a mist. Have the landscape figures and contaminants organized and ready to go. Make sure to fill any 
contaminant bottles if needed. Keep your eyes on the small parts, especially the cars so they don’t get lost 
or wander into a students pocket. 
 
 
 
Script/Activity Procedure 

• Introduce yourself to the kids and get their names.  Hold up the water bottles and ask if anyone 
knows that they might be for. You are looking for them to say rain ( or snow) 

o Give the students the water bottles 
 Explain that the water bottles are going to be the rain. Explain that when you say 

start raining they are to spray the board wherever you tell them to and stop when 
you say stop.  Make sure they listen, they may get carried away! 

 If you find you have a large or rowdy group, you can have them make a 
rainstorm with their hands each time and you can spray.  This saves you from 
getting soaked.  

o Ask the students, where does the rain go? 
 Have them practice raining and show them that the rain sheets off the land, 

soaks into the ground (aquifer and drinking water) and moves toward the ocean. 
• Ask the students if they know anything about the earth when the dinosaurs were here.  

o You are looking for things like clean water, air, and land 
o Grab the dinosaur and walk around the clean lake and land 

 If the students haven’t already said it explain that the land, water, and air  was 
very, very clean, when the dinosaurs where here.  

 
• Ask the students what happens to dinosaurs.   

o You want them to say that they die. Ask who comes after the dinosaurs die. 
o Have the dinosaur die and bring out the houses and farm  

 Explain that people built lots of things that started making the land and water not 
as clean 

o Point out the two wells and ask the students what they think they may be used for. 
 House Well – cooking, cleaning, lawns 
 Farm Well – crops and animals 

o Next put out the factory 
 Explain that all of these caused the land to change.  More people means more 

changes to the environment 
o Bring out the car and let one of the kids drive the car to a house 

 While the kid is driving, say that he notices he needs an oil change and when the 
kid parks the car at the house say he changes his oil in the yard 

• As the oil is being changed say that he drops some on the ground. Ask the kids if they know 
what is going to happen to that oil. 

o Put a drop of food coloring next to the car 
 Explain that this is the oil that leaked 

o Have the kids rain on the oil spot 
 Explain that the runoff is what happens when it rains 

• Ask the kids if they have ever been to a construction site, ask what they see a lot of.  You 
want them to say dirt and sand and debris.  

o Sprinkle Cocoa on the construction site 



 Explain to the kids that this is the sand and dirt that they see at a construction 
site. Than talk about the construction site and put cocoa mix all over the site 

o Have the kids make it rain and ask what is happening? 
 Explain that when it rains the sand and dirt can flow into the river an then flows 

down to our pond 
• Ask the kids if they have ever been on a farm?  What does a farmer do the fields? 

o Put green sugar on the fields and more cocoa near the animals 
 Explain that they fertilize their lawns and the manure from the animals is left on 

the ground. 
o Have the students make it rain again 

 Let them see again how all of this flows into the river and eventually will reach 
our nice clean pond. 

 This is a good point to check in our “clean” pond and see how clean it really is 
• Ask if the kids like shoes? See if any of them have red shoes on.  

o  Move over to the factory and explain that it makes Red Shoes. 
o Put red dye in the shoe factory 

• Talk about how the factory owner throws the old dye ( it was the wrong shade of red) in the well 
so that people cannot see it.  Ask where that dye goes once in the ground 

o Pump water out of the well on each side of the model- spray into a clear cup, one for each 
side  

 Ask the kids which they would want to drink from and why one is pink 
 Explain that it is the dye from the factory that caused the water to be pink 
 Also explain that the dye hasn’t reached the other well yet so it isn’t 

contaminated – Chemicals move underground like water.  If you dump 
chemicals in the ground they can end up in your drinking water.  

• Ask the students if they can think of ways we could have protected the environment of this 
little area a little bit better 

o Explain to them that they and their families can do the following: 
 Professionally change the oil so it doesn’t go all over the ground 
 Less fertilizer on the golf course 
 Hay bails to protect the construction site 
 Less fertilizer on the fields 
 Move the animals back away from the stream 
 Professionally haul the dye away from the factory 

 
Clean-Up  
During the Festival 

 After each group you will want to thoroughly spray down the top and remove all the houses, 
farms, and extra toys you added.   

 Drain the pond so it is not dirty water anymore 
 Dry off the top with paper towel 
 After a few groups you may need to empty the water in base.  You can do this into the purple 

bucket used for the tarps. 
 
After the festival  

 At the end of the day, you will thoroughly spray down, clean and dry the top of the enviroscape. 
 Empty the base rinse it well and completely dry it as well. 
 Make sure all the toys are clean and dry as well.  
 Put the toys, spray pumps, water bottles and other parts back where they came from, including the 

rubber stopper. Make sure that you don’t loose anything, there are so many small parts. 
 Fill out the inventory list 
 Pack up the enviroscape back in the green case  
 

* Special Note, try to encourage as much hands on participation as is appropriate for the age group and size 
of the crowd. In addition to being the rain, you can give students roles to play (farmer, factory worker, 
construction worker, etc ) and have them sprinkle on the contaminants.  


